How Do You Upset The Voting Cheats?
What you are about to read is one idea of many from The S2 Project
think tank. We know many people who do not like solutions. Or the
minor efforts usually associated with them. But without solutions,
problems persist. You just can't stare at a flat tire and hope it fixes
itself. It just does not work that way.
Given how the 2020 American election was conducted, the
overwhelming evidence cheating accrued in local districts across the
country. We offer this suggestion. With the idea that the Fight is Local.
Let me introduce you to a little secret. It's called Strategy.
Something these 2 guys (Inset photo right) seam to be very good at.
(Men "watch over" ballot drop box in Arizona. Was the news story. ) So
here is another not in the news.
1\ Get all the names of the people who will work the polling station
where you will vote.
2\ Make a list in three types. Hand written and with two widely
different looking print fonts. Each type should have the listed names
out of order of the one before.
3\ Each sheet on top should have the location of the voting place.
4\ At the bottom should be written, "Thank you for your service."
5\ Make photo copies of all three.
6\ Hand out one copy of each (3 sheets) to everyone you know. Asking
for them to make copies and hand them out.
7\ When you get to the head of the line, leave one of the sheets on the
registration table.

Another idea our think tank came
up with. These cameras can be
placed next to voting places on
To see the rest of out library follow this link;
privet property. If placed in a
https://thes2project.com/library
''legal'' parking spot on the street,
use traffic cones and a trailer
So here is the method behind the madness on this idea-.
coupler lock. Given that this comes
Why (1\) above? Evil often lives in anonymity. The more anonymity with some cost. Teaming up with a
bunch of other people is
people think they have the more they think they can get away with.
#Anons with Q use this in reverse for good purposes of in forming the recommended. And some of them
public. So they are the exception regardless of what you think about the play recorded messages too. Use
your imagination there. “Voter
Q Movement.
fraud is a crime”, is a simple one.
Why (2\) above? The three different types or appearance of the list runs The video feed can be done as a
web cam.
to the conclusion that many people where involved. Or the idea of
making the list is widely spread out in that voting district. Much more
so than if every copy was exactly the same.
Why (3\) above? We thought this would be obvious but it's a
connection to knowing where you are voting. Not a last minute thing.

Why (4\) above? It justifies the whole method up to leaving a list copy
on the registration table. It's a “thank you note”. It gives it a reason to
exist. But at the same time points out that you know exactly who you
are thanking. Not anonymous any more! WE KNOW WHO YOU
ARE! And if you cheat us out of our vote this time we know who to
come looking for. Although it's very subtle.
Why (5\) above? We thought this would be obvious but we'd like to
point out that as photo copies it reinforces number 2. And that bad but
readable photo copies are better than clean quality ones from a
psychological perspective.
Voting this time around, November 2022, is going to need all the help
We, The People can give it. Every little bit helps.
Why (6\) above? In this case quantity makes quality. One or two will
be considered a nice gesture. Getting passed a dozen starts to make
Cheaters sweat. We want more than that. Two or three dozen of these
“thank you notes” to give the Cheaters second thought of following
through on committing the fraud in the first place. Stop the fraud is
the goal.
Why (7\) above? This is the fun part. What you'll talk with friends over How We The People get leverage.
coffee after you vote. It's the execution of a plan. Friends that voted
first will tell stories of smiles at that table. Those friends that voted
later will have different stories.
Again, this is low key and subtle. A simple thank you note. Nothing
that you put your name on. Applying your 1st Amendment right.
To see the rest of out library follow this link;
https://thes2project.com/media
Thank you for reading. Please print and share, other true Americans in
other voting districts need this information. Using this method outside
of the USA should be used with discretion as free speech rights vary.
Please use the rest of the space for you your own notes.
Friends to get copies:
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